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1. Introduction

The unique properties of soft glasses have seen them emerge recently as attractive materials for many optics applications. Foremost among these properties are: the high linear and nonlinear index [1]; relatively low melting temperatures (that enable them to be fabricated into complex structures via extrusion [2]); and broad transmission from the visible into the infrared [3]. Indeed soft glass optical materials have been used in sensing [4], optical signal processing [5], supercontinuum generation [6, 7] and laser applications [8, 9].

Amongst such materials, heavy metal oxide based glasses such as tellurite, germanate and gallate are popular choices for applications in the telecoms and mid IR bands (up to around 5 µm) where a high refractive index is required. In recent years, tellurite glasses in particular have demonstrated growing interest for mid-infrared fiber applications. These glasses have been used to fabricate both step-index and microstructured fibres. Step-index tellurite fiber has been used to demonstrate lasing at 2 µm [10,11] and fiber amplifiers [12,13], while the major interest in microstructured tellurite fibers to date has been for supercontinuum generation [14–16]. Recently, pumping at ~2 µm and extending the supercontinuum into the mid-infrared has been of growing interest [17].

Germanate glasses have similar phonon energies with correspondingly similar mid IR transmission properties. However, germanates have a higher glass transition temperature making them more mechanically and thermally stable than tellurite glasses [18, 19]. Thus they offer many of the same advantages whilst doing away with some of the main drawbacks found in the practical use of tellurite glass, making them attractive alternative materials for fiber applications in the mid-infrared [19]. Tm-doped step index germanate fibers, for example, have already been used to demonstrate high power lasing at ~2 µm [20].

When dealing with oxide glasses such as tellurite and germanate one must be mindful of the fact that they typically exhibit a high content of hydroxyl (OH) groups when melted in an ambient atmosphere. These OH groups are undesirable as they lead to intense and broad absorption at 3-4 µm. Several methods have been investigated to fabricate both tellurite and germanate glasses with low OH content, such as the use fluorides in the glass batch. However, this significantly changes the glass properties, making them more similar to those of fluoride glasses. This is undesirable for high gain lasers and nonlinear devices as it reduces the glass transition temperature and refractive index [21, 22]. To mitigate the effect of these OH groups we used a different approach, outlined in [23, 24] – where, for tellurite glasses, significant
reduction of the OH content (by 1-2 order(s) of magnitude) was achieved by using a controlled dry atmosphere for glass melting.

In this paper we report the fabrication and characterization of novel lead-germanate glasses, and evaluate the use of these glasses for nonlinear applications where, to date, tellurite glasses with comparatively low mechanical and thermal stability have been extensively investigated. Lead-germanates are of particular interest since, within the germanate family, they show the highest refractive index and their suitability for step-index fiber fabrication has previously been demonstrated [19, 25]. They have also been shown to be highly transparent in the visible spectral range [25], unlike bismuth germanates which exhibit complex absorption phenomena (associated with the bismuth species) that span the visible to near IR range [26]. For a Na-Zn-tellurite glass, addition of La$_2$O$_3$ increased the glass stability and allowed incorporation of active rare earth ions without significantly changing the glass properties [27]. Building on these results, we investigated in this paper, the impact of La$_2$O$_3$ on the glass stability, and thermal and optical properties of lead-germanate glass. In addition to this, the linear index for some glass compositions was measured, via the ellipsometry technique, over the range from approximately 500 nm to 2 μm.

Where appropriate, the analyzed properties of our lead-germanate glasses have been compared with a Zn-tellurite glass. We chose to compare with Zn-tellurite since these glasses have been widely investigated for mid-IR applications [10, 12, 14–16] and such a comparison would enable us to study the suitability of our germanate glasses as a practical alternative to tellurite. Within the Zn-tellurite glass system, we have selected a Na-Zn-La tellurite glass (TZNL) whose properties we investigated in detail and which has been optimized for fabrication of microstructured fibers using the extrusion technique [27], and the same technique was used to fabricate the lead-germanate microstructured fiber in this paper.

To evaluate whether our germanate glasses lend themselves to high nonlinearity fiber fabrication, we also report on the first germanate microstructured fiber — manufactured using the extrusion technique to generate the preform from which the fiber was drawn. Using this fiber we were also able to characterize the nonlinear refractive index of one of the compositions at 1550 nm via a measurement of the effective fiber nonlinearity.

2. Glass and fiber fabrication

2.1. Glass samples for thermal and optical characterization

We prepared two series of glasses within the system 60-GeO$_2$ — (40 – x – y)·PbO — x·La$_2$O$_3$ — y·Na$_2$O (Table 1) with x ranging from 0 to 10 and y = 0 or 5 (Table 1). The glasses were prepared using 30-300 g batch weights. The commercially available raw materials (American Elements, Alfa Aesar, Sigma-Aldrich) used were GeO$_2$, PbO, La$_2$O$_3$ and Na$_2$CO$_3$ with 99.99% or higher purity. The glass batches were prepared in a glovebox purged with dry nitrogen (≤10 ppmv water). All glasses were melted in platinum crucibles at 1250 °C for 0.5-5 h, depending on the batch weight. The glass melts were cast into preheated brass moulds and annealed at 400-450 °C, depending on the glass composition and batch weight. The majority of the glasses used for thermal and spectroscopic measurements and unstructured fiber fabrication were melted, swirled, cast and annealed in ambient atmosphere. A few glasses were melted, swirled, cast and annealed in dry atmosphere using a melting facility comprising a melting furnace purged with a gas mixture with similar composition to air (80% nitrogen and 20% oxygen), an annealing furnace and glovebox purged with dry nitrogen. The water content of the gases used was 10 ppmv.

We fabricated three different types of glass samples: rectangular glass blocks of dimensions 15×10×30 mm$^3$ for thermal and spectroscopic measurements, cylindrical glass billets of 30 mm diameter and ~30 mm height for unstructured fiber fabrication, and cylindrical glass
billets of 50 mm diameter and ~20 mm height for suspended core fiber fabrication.

Polished plates made from the glass blocks or polished billets were used to measure the IR absorption and the linear refractive index. The glass blocks as a whole were used for density measurements, and glass pieces from blocks were used for thermal analysis measurements.

The properties of the fabricated germanate glasses were compared with that of a Na-Zn-tellurite glass (TZNL) with nominal composition (in mol%) of 73·TeO$_2$ — 20·ZnO — 5·Na$_2$O — 2·La$_2$O$_3$. The fabrication of glass and fiber samples of this tellurite glass composition is described in [24, 27].

Table 1. Nominal glass composition (in mol%), density, glass transition temperature ($T_g$), onset of glass crystallization ($T_x$), glass stability ($T_x$ — $T_g$), linear ($n_0$) and nonlinear ($n_2$) indices of germanate glasses made and tellurite glass TZNL published in [27].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Glass code</th>
<th>GeO$_2$</th>
<th>PbO</th>
<th>La$_2$O$_3$</th>
<th>Na$_2$O</th>
<th>Density (g/cm$^3$)</th>
<th>$T_g$ ($^\circ$C)</th>
<th>$T_x$ ($^\circ$C)</th>
<th>$T_x$ — $T_g$ ($^\circ$C)</th>
<th>$n_0$ at 1.55 μm (10$^{-20}$ m$^2$/W)</th>
<th>$n_2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GP</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td>6.27</td>
<td>422</td>
<td>570</td>
<td>148</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPL2</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>6.24</td>
<td>444</td>
<td>576</td>
<td>132</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPL5</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td>6.16</td>
<td>478</td>
<td>598</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>1.916</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPL10</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td>6.13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>cast glass partially crystallized</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPN</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td>5.90</td>
<td>395</td>
<td>608</td>
<td>213</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPNL2</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>(2)$^a$</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5.93</td>
<td>415</td>
<td>663</td>
<td>248</td>
<td>1.869</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPNL5</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5.83</td>
<td>455</td>
<td>692</td>
<td>244</td>
<td>1.868</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TZNL</td>
<td>(73)$^b$</td>
<td>(20)$^c$</td>
<td>(2)$^a$</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5.37$^d$</td>
<td>315$^d$</td>
<td>480$^d$</td>
<td>165$^d$</td>
<td>1.983$^d$</td>
<td>55$^e$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$For this sample, 2mol% Tm$_2$O$_3$ instead of La$_2$O$_3$ was used.
$^b$This value refers to the TeO$_2$ content.
$^c$This value refers to the ZnO content.
$^d$Values taken from [27].
$^e$Value taken from [28].

The measurement errors for the germanate glass properties are ±0.01 g/cm$^3$ for the density, ±2 $^\circ$C for $T_g$ and $T_x$, ±0.02 for $n_0$ and ± 6.3 × 10$^{-20}$ m$^2$/W$^{-1}$ for $n_2$.

2.2. Fiber fabrication for loss, Raman and nonlinear index measurements

We fabricated unstructured fibers using GPL5 and GPNL5 glass and a suspended core fiber [4] using GPNL5 glass. We used the extrusion technique to produce both unstructured preforms (10mm diameter rods) and the suspended core preform. While unstructured preforms can be made directly by casting, we used the extrusion technique for the following reason. The extrusion technique is a versatile method for the production of low-loss microstructured optical fibers with various shapes produced from different types of glasses [2, 29, 30] including suspended small-core fibers that are particularly suited for nonlinear processing applications. Therefore, we used the extrusion technique to demonstrate suspended core fiber fabrication for GPNL5 glass composition, which offers both high glass transition temperature and high glass stability (see Section 3.1). In order to evaluate the suitability of the extrusion technique for our germanate glasses, we also produced the unstructured preforms via extrusion. In addition, it has been demonstrated that the extrusion method is suitable for the preparation of bubble-free rods which typically exhibit better surface finish and fewer bubbles than cast rods [31].

To fabricate the fibers, we first extruded 30-50 mm diameter glass billets into preforms using the billet extrusion technique [2]. The billets were extruded in ambient atmosphere through stainless steel dies at 510-530 $^\circ$C with a volume flow rate of 2.4 mm$^3$/s. For unstructured fiber fabrication, billets made in ambient atmosphere were extruded to rods (10 mm diameter). For
suspended core fiber fabrication, a billet made in dry atmosphere was extruded to a suspended core preform (15 mm outer diameter, 1 mm core diameter) (Fig. 1(a)), and a billet made in ambient atmosphere was extruded to a tube (10 mm outer diameter, 1 mm inner diameter). All extruded items were annealed at 420-440 °C in ambient atmosphere.

The cane and fibers were drawn from the extruded preforms using a fiber drawing tower. The tower furnace body was purged with a mixture of 70% nitrogen and 30% oxygen, which had the same purity as the gases used for glass melting. The extruded rods of GPL5 and GPNL5 composition (Table 1) were directly drawn down to unstructured (unclad) fibers of 160 µm outer diameter. The suspended core fiber was made from GPNL5 glass preform in two steps. First the suspended core preform was scaled down to a cane of 1 mm outer diameter. Then the cane was inserted into the tube, and this assembly was drawn down to a fiber of 160 µm outer diameter. Using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) cross-sectional image of the suspended core fiber (Fig. 1(b)), the core diameter (i.e. the diameter of the largest circle that can be inscribed in the triangular core region) was measured to be 1.55 µm.

The unstructured fibers were used for fiber loss and Raman measurements, whereas the suspended core fiber was used for nonlinear index and loss measurements.

![Fig. 1. (a) Photograph of suspended core lead germanate preform, and (b) SEM image of the first lead germanate suspended core fiber.](image)

3. Glass properties

3.1. Density and thermal analysis

The density of the glasses was measured using the buoyancy method. Not surprisingly, the density of the Na-free germanate glasses (6.1-6.3 g/cm³) is significantly higher than that of the Na-containing glasses (5.8-5.9 g/cm³). Both types of germanate glasses have a higher density compared with Na-Zn-tellurite glass (Table 1), which is attributed to the high amount of the heavy metal oxide PbO.

The glass transition temperature ($T_g$) and onset of glass crystallization temperature ($T_x$) were measured using differential scanning calorimetry (DCS) on 30-60 mg glass disks with a heating rate of 20 K/min. The temperature difference $T_x - T_g$ is used as a measure of the glass stability.

Figure 2(a) shows the glass transition temperature as a function of increasing La$_2$O$_3$ content of the germanate glasses. For both the Na-free and the Na-containing glasses, the $T_x$ increases with increasing replacement of PbO by La$_2$O$_3$, which is of benefit for developing glasses with higher thermal stability.

Within the Na-free glasses, the glass stability ($T_x - T_g$) slightly decreases as PbO is
increasingly replaced with La$_2$O$_3$ (Fig. 2(a)). For the glass GPL10 with 10 mol% La$_2$O$_3$, crystals were observed in the glass melt before casting. This result indicates that larger amounts of La$_2$O$_3$ ($> 5$ mol%) in GPLx results in low glass stability and thus make the glass unsuitable for fiber fabrication.

![Graph showing glass transition temperature ($T_g$) as a function of the (La,Tm)$_2$O$_3$ content of Na-free germanate glasses (GPL) and Na-containing germanate glasses (GPNL), and (b) Raman spectra of germanate glasses (GPL5, GPNL5) and tellurite glass (TZNL).]

Compared with the Na-free germanate glasses, the Na-containing glasses have a considerably higher glass stability. This result is consistent with the glass stabilizing effect of small amounts of Na$_2$O in lead-silicate and tellurite glasses [32, 33]. Within the Na-containing glasses, the glasses with La$_2$O$_3$ have a slightly higher glass stability than the glass without La$_2$O$_3$, which demonstrates that the presence of Na$_2$O enhances the solubility of La$_2$O$_3$ in the glass matrix.

### 3.2. Raman spectra

The Raman spectra were measured for the two unstructured fibers made from GPL5 and GPNL5 glasses and for a TZNL unstructured fiber made also using the extrusion technique as described in [27]. An argon ion continuous wave laser beam at 514.5 nm was launched into a fiber piece of ~30 cm length. We used low power of 56 mW to avoid photo-induced structural changes. From the same fiber end, the output light was imaged onto a spectrometer (Horiba Jobin Yvon - iHR 320). The laser line was blocked using a bandpass filter. This filter caused the Raman spectra to be cut-off at 250 cm$^{-1}$. The wavelength of the spectrometer was calibrated using the argon ion laser line at 514.5 nm. Note that the same Raman spectrum was obtained using higher energy laser beam at 488 nm, indicating that photo-induced structural changes did not occur under our experimental conditions.

Figure 2(b) shows the Raman spectra for the two germanate fibers and the tellurite fiber. For both germanate glasses, the highest-frequency Raman band is situated at ~800 cm$^{-1}$. This Raman band is composed of two peaks attributed to Ge-O stretching vibrations [19]. The highest-frequency Raman band of the tellurite fiber is at 750 cm$^{-1}$ and is composed of two peaks attributed to Te-O stretching vibrations [34]. The position of the highest-frequency Raman bands agrees with other tellurite and lead-germanate glasses [19, 34–37].

The frequency of diatomic molecule stretching vibrations increases with increasing bond strength and decreasing mass of the atoms [32]. Therefore, the shift of the network former stretching vibration to higher frequency from Te-O to Ge-O is attributed to both the higher bond strength of Ge-O (due to higher field strength of Ge$^{4+}$ compared with Te$^{4+}$ [38]) and lower mass of Ge compared with Te.
3.3. IR absorption spectra of bulk glass samples

To determine the position of the IR edge and the OH content of the glasses, we measured the absorption spectra in the mid-infrared at 2-6 µm. For these measurements, polished glass samples of 2-20 mm thickness were prepared from the glass blocks or billets. Transmission spectra in the wavelength range of 2-10 µm were measured using commercial FTIR spectrometer (PerkinElmer FTIR 400). Background absorbance due to Fresnel reflection and sample surface imperfection were subtracted from the measured spectra prior to calculation of the attenuation loss in dB/m (which is connected to the absorption coefficient $\alpha$ in cm$^{-1}$ by loss = $1,000 \cdot \alpha / \ln 10$). The measurement error is ±5 dB/m.

Figure 3(a) shows the IR spectra for several Na-free and Na-containing germanate glasses and also for TZNL tellurite glass melted in ambient atmosphere. All glasses showed a high OH content, shown by the high absorption intensity of the OH bands at 3.0-3.4 µm and 4.3-4.4 µm, due to melting in ambient atmosphere. As demonstrated in [24] for tellurite glass, the high water content of glasses melted in ambient atmosphere is not due to incorporation of water from the atmosphere into the melt but to the water content of the raw materials. Figure 3 also illustrates that the IR edge of lead-germanate glasses is shifted by ~0.5 µm towards shorter wavelengths compared with the Na-Zn-tellurite glass. This result is consistent with the higher phonon energy of lead-germanate glass (~800 cm$^{-1}$) compared with Na-Zn-tellurite glass (750 cm$^{-1}$) as described in Section 3.2.

For multicomponent glasses, the broad OH band at 3.0-3.4 µm is composed of a narrow band at 3.0 µm due to free OH groups, and a broad band at 3.3 µm due to weakly hydrogen bonded OH groups. The band at 4.3-4.4 µm is attributed to strongly hydrogen bonded OH groups [39]. To investigate the impact of glass composition on these OH bands, we normalized the IR spectra to the maximum OH absorption at 3.0-3.4 µm (Fig. 3(b)). The germanate glasses and the tellurite glass exhibit significantly different shapes of the OH band combining free and weakly bonded OH groups. For the germanate glasses, this OH band has its peak at 3.0 µm and a shoulder at 3.5 µm, indicating that the free OH groups have higher peak intensity than the weakly bonded OH groups. In contrast, for the tellurite glass, the OH band peak is shifted to longer wavelength of 3.4 µm and a shoulder is observed at shorter wavelength of 3.0 µm, indicating that the free OH groups have a lower peak intensity than the weakly bonded OH groups. Assuming similar extinction coefficient for free and weakly bonded OH groups in germanate and tellurite glasses, the different intensities for the two types of OH groups demonstrates that the ratio of weakly bonded OH groups to free OH groups is larger in tellurite glasses compared with germanate glasses. As weakly bonded OH groups form hydrogen bonds to non-bridging oxygens (NBO) [40], the higher ratio of weakly bonded to free OH groups in tellurite glasses indicates that tellurite glasses have more NBOs compared with germanate glasses. This appears to be in contradiction to the lower amount of network modifier oxides in the tellurite glass (27%) compared with the germanate glasses (40%). Therefore, we suggest that the larger amount of hydrogen-bonded OH groups in tellurite glass is caused by the formation of hydrogen bonds to the lone electron pairs of TeO$_3$ and TeO$_4$ groups. The absence of lone electron pairs for GeO$_4$ groups leads to a higher number of free OH groups.

The OH band at ~3 µm has the same shape for all Na-free germanate glasses and also for all the Na-containing germanate glasses (Fig. 3(b)). This result indicates that replacement of PbO with La$_2$O$_3$ does not affect the position and intensity ratio of the free and weakly bonded OH groups.

The OH-band at ~3 µm has slightly different shape for Na-free and Na-containing germanate glasses. The higher intensity of the shoulder of the Na-containing glasses indicates higher ratio of weakly bonded OH to free OH compared with the Na-free germanate glasses. This result suggests that the replacement of PbO with Na$_2$O increases the amount of NBOs and thus the
amount of weakly bonded OH groups relative to free OH groups.

The band of the strongly bonded OH groups has similar width and intensity in all of the germanate and tellurite glasses investigated. The position of the band is shifted to slightly longer wavelength for the tellurite glass compared with the germanate glasses.

![Fig. 3. IR absorption spectra of bulk glass samples melted in ambient atmosphere: (a) spectra in dB/m, and (b) spectra normalized to the OH peak at ~3 µm.](image)

Figure 4(a) compares the IR spectra of GPL5, GPNL5 and TZNL glass samples melted in ambient and dry atmosphere. For all three glasses, use of dry atmosphere led to a decrease of the absorption intensity of the main OH band by a factor of 6-9 for the germanate glasses and a factor of 13 for the tellurite glass. For tellurite glasses, it was shown that the decrease in OH content when melting in dry atmosphere is in particular dependent on the melting time and glass melt volume [24]. Note that the results of the germanate glasses shown here are of preliminary melting trials in dry atmosphere without optimization of the melting time for a melt volume. Systematic melting trials in dry atmosphere are expected to lead to further reduction in the OH absorption of the germanate glasses.

Normalization of the IR spectra of the glasses melted in ambient and dry atmosphere to the maximum OH absorption at 3.0-3.4 µm (Fig. 4(b)) reveals that for the Na-containing glasses GPNL5 and TZNL the shape of the OH band comprising free and weakly bonded OH groups remains identical when reducing the OH content via melting in dry atmosphere. For the Na-free germanate glass GPL5, the ~3 µm OH band of the glass melted in dry atmosphere is slightly shifted to longer wavelengths and the shape resembles that of the GPNL5 glass. This result indicates that dehydration of the GPL5 glass melt led to a slight increase in the number of weakly bonded OH relative to free OH groups. In other words, melting of GPL5 in dry atmosphere preferentially decreased the amount of free OH groups relative to hydrogen-bonded OH groups. However, further investigations are required to substantiate this conclusion.

The normalization of the spectra (Fig. 4(b)) also shows that dehydration does not lead to an equal reduction in absorption intensity in the region of the two OH bands, i.e. in the regions 2.7-4.0 µm and 4.0-5.0 µm. We attribute this behavior to the following: the absorption in the region 4.0-5.5 µm is a superposition of the OH band at ~4.4 µm and an intrinsic absorption being a tail of the steep IR edge at > 5.5 µm for germanate glasses and > 5.9 µm for the tellurite glass. In the case of complete removal of OH groups, the absorption of this IR edge tail would limit the IR transmission of fibers with > 1 m length (i.e. for fiber losses < 1dB/m) to ~4 µm for both germanate and tellurite glasses. Overall, we see that by melting in a dry atmosphere we are able to achieve similar reductions in OH band losses for both germanate
3.4. Visible-IR loss of unstructured fibers

To determine the material loss that can be achieved in extruded germanate glass fibers, we measured broadband fiber loss spectra for the GPL5 and GPNL5 unstructured fibers using the standard cutback technique. The light source was a tungsten filament bulb, and the fiber output was coupled via a bare fiber adaptor to a commercial optical spectrum analyzer ranging from 400-1700 nm. We performed several cleaves for each cutback length to ensure that cleave variability did not impact the results. The measurement error is 10%.

Figure 5(a) shows the loss spectra of GPL5, GPNL5 and TZNL unstructured fibers. All three fibers have a similar minimum loss of 0.5-1 dB/m at ~1.3 µm. Preliminary absolute absorption measurements of the bulk GPNL5 glass indicated that reduction of the minimum loss of germanate glass fibers to ~0.2 dB/m is possible by improving the extrusion and fiber drawing conditions.

The band at 1.45 µm is the overtone of the fundamental absorption of free OH groups at ~3.0 µm [24]. The higher intensity of the overtone of free OH groups in germanate glasses compared with tellurite glass is consistent with the larger intensity the fundamental absorption of free OH groups in germanate glasses (Section 3.3 and Fig. 4(a)).

The shift of the free OH overtone from 1.44 µm in the germanate glasses to 1.47 µm in the tellurite glass is consistent with the wavelength shift of the fundamental vibration of strongly bonded OH groups (4.3 µm for germanate and 4.4 µm for tellurite). Due to the overlap of the fundamental vibrations of free and weakly bonded OH groups, any wavelength shift cannot be resolved for these two vibration bands. We attribute the red shift of the OH bands, i.e. the shift to lower frequency, from germanate to tellurite glasses to decreasing bond strength from Ge-O to Te-O similarly to the lower frequency shift from the Ge-O to the Te-O stretching vibration observed in the Raman spectra (Section 3.2 and Fig. 2(b)).

For tellurite glass, we found that melting in a platinum crucible (compared with melting in a gold crucible) results in additional absorption at ≤ 600 nm due to the presence of platinum impurities in the glass as a result of crucible corrosion by the glass melt [24] (Fig. 5(a)). The short wavelength edge of our germanate fibers is at a similar position as that of the tellurite glass fiber made from glass melted in a platinum crucible. This result indicates that in germanate glass fibers the short wavelength loss is limited by the absorption of platinum species and not by the...
intrinsic absorption edge of the glass.

3.5. Linear refractive index and material dispersion

For the GPL5, GPNL2 and GPNL5 germanate glasses and for a TZN tellurite glass (in mol%: 80-TeO$_2$ — 10-ZnO — 10-Na$_2$O) with similar composition to TZNL, the linear refractive index was measured over the broad range of 500-2000 nm using spectroscopic ellipsometry – a broad band technique that measures the change in polarization of light as it reflects from (or transmits through) a material. The measured response depends on the dielectric properties and thickness of the material and can therefore be used to infer the values of optical constants, such as the refractive index.

For this investigation we used an ellipsometer provided by the J. A. Woollam company in fairly typical ellipsometry configuration: linearly polarized light was reflected from the sample surface and the reflected beam analyzed via a rotating polarizer to determine the ellipticity of its polarization. By comparing the polarization ellipse of the reflected light with the known linear polarization of the incident light, the system is able to determine the change in both amplitude and phase of the s-polarized and p-polarized constituents. This change in polarization is represented by the complex reflectance ratio $\rho$, given below in terms of parameters $\Psi$ and $\Delta$

$$\rho = \tan(\Psi)e^{i\Delta} = \frac{R_s}{R_p}$$

(1)

where $R_s$ and $R_p$ are the Fresnel reflection coefficients of the s-polarized and p-polarized light, respectively.

Since ellipsometry measures a change in polarization, anything that contributes to depolarization, such as surface roughness, will add error to the results. To minimize such errors glass samples of 8-10 mm thickness were prepared with a finely polished surface to ensure that the average surface roughness, $R_a$, was as low as possible. Analysis of the effect of surface roughness on the apparent value of the refractive index in [41] shows that for glass samples, a negligible effect is observed for roughness values up to 30 nm. We measured the $R_a$ of our
samples with a surface profiler to be approximately 15 nm to 20 nm for all the samples, which is well under this threshold.

In addition to carefully polishing the surface we also averaged over each spectral point (100 scans per point) and incidence angle (12 scans per angle, 5 angles). Given the bulk nature of our samples (i.e. not thin films), the surface polishing and the high averaging, we estimate that the error in our measurements is no more than 1-2% [42–44].

![Graph showing refractive indices of glasses](image)

Fig. 6. Refractive indices of of GPL5, GPNL2 and GPNL5 germanate glasses and TZN tellurite glass. Circles are measured points; the line shows the Sellmeier fit.

The results of the refractive index measurement, in the visible and near IR range, are shown in Fig. 6. From these measurements we are able to fit a Sellmeier equation of the form shown in Eq. (2) to the data.

\[ n^2(\lambda) = 1 + \sum_{i=1}^{3} \frac{B_i \lambda^2}{\lambda^2 - C_i} \]  

(2)

The values of the fitted Sellmeier coefficients are given in Table 2. The values at 1.55 µm are listed in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Glass</th>
<th>(B_1)</th>
<th>(B_2)</th>
<th>(B_3)</th>
<th>(C_1)</th>
<th>(C_2)</th>
<th>(C_3)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GPL</td>
<td>1.458</td>
<td>1.203</td>
<td>23.06</td>
<td>0.03138</td>
<td>0.03064</td>
<td>2287.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPLN5</td>
<td>1.065</td>
<td>1.399</td>
<td>1.849</td>
<td>0.02663</td>
<td>0.02663</td>
<td>2555.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPLN2</td>
<td>1.538</td>
<td>0.934</td>
<td>1.120</td>
<td>0.01417</td>
<td>0.04078</td>
<td>782.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TZN</td>
<td>1.378</td>
<td>1.511</td>
<td>3.435</td>
<td>0.04756</td>
<td>0.00744</td>
<td>411.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Not surprisingly, the Na-free germanate glass GPL5 has a significantly higher index that the Na-containing glasses GPNL2 and GPNL5 (Fig. 6). This result is consistent with the higher density for Na-free germanate glasses as described in Section 3.1. Despite different content of the heavy metal oxide PbO and different density, GPNL2 and GPNL5 exhibit almost identical refractive indices. In GPNL2 and GPNL5, 2mol% and 5mol% PbO are replaced with \(\text{Tm}_2\text{O}_3\) and \(\text{La}_2\text{O}_3\), respectively. Both \(\text{Tm}_2\text{O}_3\) and \(\text{La}_2\text{O}_3\) are lanthanide oxides (Ln\(_2\)O\(_3\)). Hence, the almost identical refractive indices of GPNL2 and GPNL5 indicate that PbO and Ln\(_2\)O\(_3\) have comparable impact on the refractive index.
The lead-germanate glasses have somewhat lower indices than the TZN and TZNL tellurite glasses, which is attributed to the lower polarizability of Ge\textsuperscript{4+} compared with Te\textsuperscript{4+} [38].

3.6. Nonlinearity measurement

The nonlinear refractive index for the GPNL5 suspended core fiber was determined by first calculating the value of the nonlinear coefficient (using the method described in [45]), which is based on measuring the phase shift, $\phi$, induced by the Self Phase Modulation (SPM) phenomenon [46]. It involves pumping a fiber with a dual frequency signal and observing the generation of sidebands via Four Wave Mixing (FWM) [46]. The relative ratio of the spectral components is then used to determine $\phi$ as a function of the average signal power $\bar{P}$. This relationship is given below.

$$\phi = 2\gamma L_{\text{eff}} \bar{P} \tag{3}$$

In Eq. (3) above, $\gamma$ is the nonlinear coefficient and $L_{\text{eff}}$ is the effective length. $\gamma$ is defined as below.

$$\gamma = \frac{2\pi n_2}{\lambda A_{\text{eff}}} \tag{4}$$

where $n_2$ is the nonlinear refractive index, $\lambda$ is the central wavelength, $A_{\text{eff}}$ is the effective area of the fiber mode and $L_{\text{eff}}$ is defined as below.

$$L_{\text{eff}} = (1 - e^{-\alpha L}) \tag{5}$$

where $\alpha$ and $L$ represent the absorption coefficient and length of the fiber, respectively.

The experimental setup we used is shown in Fig. 7. The CW pump lasers were set to 1553.50 nm and 1553.87 nm before being coupled into an Erbium Doped Fiber Amplifier (EDFA). The EDFA was used to amplify power of each pump from approximately 3 mW up to approximately 800 mW (measured just before the fiber input). This light was then launched into the test fiber. In our experiment we used the suspended core fiber made from GPNL5 glass (see Section 2).

Fig. 7. Experimental setup. Light from the two lasers was coupled into a 50:50 coupler via a pair of Polarization Controllers (PCs) and then sent to an Erbium Doped Fiber Amplifier (EDFA). The pump light was then collimated and coupled into the Fiber Under Test (FUT) through appropriate lenses. The fiber output was then finally collected into an Optical Spectrum Analyzer (OSA).
After propagation through the fiber light was collected into a patch cable before being fed into an Optical Spectrum Analyzer (OSA). In order to improve accuracy multiple spectra were collected for each signal power, so that they could be averaged over. A set of these is shown in Fig. 8(a) for various signal powers. By taking the ratio of the pump peak power to the sideband peak power we were able to obtain a value for $\phi$ at each signal power (details of this calculation can be found in [45]). We then plot the nonlinear phase shift as a function of average signal power in order to extract the slope and thus $\gamma$. A plot of this phase shift is shown in Fig. 8(b).

The suspended core fiber used in the experiment was made from a larger billet (180 g) melted for the first time in a controlled atmosphere glass melting facility. Due to unoptimized conditions for this first large glass melt, particles from the furnace liner were unintentionally introduced into the melt. As a result, the fiber had sections of varying loss. In order to account for this in our measurements, we used fiber pieces with relatively short lengths and measured both the nonlinearity and the loss for these pieces. The loss of these fiber pieces varied from 4.5 to 8.8 dB/m. Given that this is a first generation fiber of this material and structure we are confident that, in future trials, the loss can be made consistent and lowered to a value much closer to the measured bare fiber loss for this material, i.e. $<1.5$ dB/m at 1550 nm.

From the slope of the phase shift curve in Fig. 8(b) and the measured values for length and loss we are able to determine that $\gamma = 1177 \pm 128 \text{ W}^{-1}\text{km}^{-1}$ for this fiber. In order to calculate the effective area $A_{\text{eff}}$ we took a SEM image of the fiber used in the experiment and inserted it into a finite element model (COMSOL Multiphysics) to find the electric and magnetic fields of the fundamental mode propagating through the fiber; $A_{\text{eff}}$ was then calculated to be 1.951 $\mu$m$^2$ [46]. By then using the equation $\gamma = 2\pi n_2/\lambda A_{\text{eff}}$ we were able to extract a value for the nonlinear refractive index: $n_2 = 56 \pm 6 \times 10^{-20}$ m$^2$W$^{-1}$.

The nonlinear index of the TZNL glass was measured to be $n_2 = 55 \pm 2 \times 10^{-20}$ m$^2$W$^{-1}$ [28] for a polished glass plate using the Z-scan technique as described in [34]. Within the measurement error, the nonlinear indices of TZNL and GPNL5 glass are identical.

In Fig. 9 we compare our measured value for the optical nonlinearity with values found in the literature for other soft glasses, including lead-germanates. For those other lead-germanates, the $n_2$ values have been obtained by converting the third order optical susceptibility $\chi^{(3)}$ values measured by Hall et. al. [1] using:

$$n_2 [\text{m}^2/\text{W}] = K \frac{160\pi}{cn_0^4} \chi^{(3)} [\text{esu}]$$

where $n_0$ is the linear index, $c$ is the speed of light and $K$ is a constant. Whilst there is some
uncertainty in the literature as to the appropriate value of this constant, we chose $K = 6$ as this value converts, for lead-silicate glass, the $\chi^{(3)}$ [esu] value measured by Hall to an $n_2$ [m$^2$/W] value that is similar to the $n_2$ value which was measured by Friberg et. al. [47] and independently confirmed by Petropoulos et. al. [48].

We note that the relationship between the linear and nonlinear index for our lead-germanate glass agrees well with those measured by Hall et. al. [1] for 60·GeO$_2$ — 40·PbO and 75·GeO$_2$ — 25·PbO glasses. To the best of our knowledge, these are the only other measurements of the optical nonlinearity of lead-germanate glasses to date.

4. Conclusion

We have developed and characterized a range of lead-germanate glasses that, when compared with other infrared transmitting high index glasses (such as tellurites) stand out for having the desirable properties of low phonon energy and high refractive index without compromising on fiber stability, due to the fact that they retain higher glass transition temperatures. Preliminary evaluation of fiber strength via a measurement of the bend radius (the radius at which the fiber breaks [49]) has yielded values of 21.5 ± 8.7 mm and 16.3 ± 5.9 mm for the TZNL and GPL5 bare fibers, respectively. The smaller bend radius for the germanate fiber indicates higher fiber strength. Further investigations will be conducted to thoroughly quantify the fiber strengths of tellurite and germanate fibers.

We find that in our glasses the partial replacement of PbO by La$_2$O$_3$ up to 5 mol% increases glass transition temperature without decreasing glass stability or refractive index.

We have also fabricated a suspended core microstructured fiber from one of these glasses and used it to measure a nonlinear refractive index that is comparable to that of tellurite and bismuth glasses. We believe this to be a significant result as it demonstrates both the fabrication of a small core microstructured fiber and showcases the high nonlinearity of the material ($n_2 = 56 ± 6 \times 10^{-20}$ m$^2$W$^{-1}$). The extrusion based fabrication technique is also readily expandable and thus this fiber represents a first step in the potential fabrication of more complex geometries, such as those required for dispersion engineered fibers.

Therefore we believe these new lead-germanate glasses are promising candidates for many
infrared optical fiber applications, especially those requiring high nonlinearity and/or high gain.
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